From basic consept for reliability theory, we computed the moment and maximum likehood estimation for product life expectancy paramaters by means of interval censor data. This is a feasible and efficient estimator for life parameters
Introduction
In survival analysis and reliable research, often because of the restriction of objective conditions, the time lapse could not be accurately observed values, which they can only be observed by their interval. Generally this kind of data is called interval censored data . In 1972 Hole and Walburg had the research and the application in the medicine clinical test domain to the interval censored data . In 1991 Keiding and walburg gave the definition of the interval censored data theoretically. When the survival variable turns to the product life, the products to maintain their performance time are an imporant quality indicator, such reliability and product life are linked each other. When the censored variable turns to a time variable, we assume that this variable be a continuous random variable, the probability density function have un-known parameters which need to be estimated. In this paper, by means of interval censored data, we gave the monment estimation and maximum likehood estimation.
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In the moment 0 0 = t we start to admit experimental n-products. In the moment 1 t , 2 t , …, i t , we remove for examination, these n-products in the product life have ended to remove, the 
Example
Let the product life obey the single parameter exponential distribution, we extract 12-products to carry on the experiment. When 8-products lives have already finished we stop experiment, the products lives closure time presses the arranged in order is 2, 10, 18, 36, 60, 180, 720, 2880 , we discuss the maximum likehood estimate and the monment estimate solution. From the time order 2, 10, 18, 36, 60, 180, 720 and 2880, we know that 8 time compartments separately belong to
